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Abstract. The article discusses the issue of the development of electric energy storage and their impact on
the power grid on the example of a charging station, to which a group of vehicles that have the capacity to
transfer energy to the grid (V2G) is connected. An exemplary simulation of power distribution, energy
losses in nodes of a standard IEEE 5 type network in two variants is presented: without and taking into
account the impact of charging and discharging to grid the electric vehicles. The obtained results of power
distribution in individual network nodes and power losses are presented in diagrams and commented.

1 Introduction
In recent years, one can notice the dynamic development
of various types of energy storage, as well as systems
powered from them, among which electric vehicles
should be distinguished [1-5]. Although such vehicles
are not designed to transfer energy to the grid, but due to
the fact that many vehicles are used for 1-2 hours a day,
and their energy storages are characterized by power of
hundreds kW and energy capability of the order of
hundreds kWh, they can be used as an intervention
source of energy for the power system [6-8]. Currently,
their number is not large, but it is expected that in the
coming years the number of electric vehicles will
increase. This will make real possibility of using V2G
technology (vehicle to grid) and that makes a significant
impact on the operation of the power grid [9-11]. The
impact of a large number of vehicles can have two
consequences - during charging it can cause excessive
overload (reduction of voltage and transfer losses), but
simultaneously supervised charging processes and
possible discharge to the network can support the system
(eliminate excessive voltage drops and power
losses) [12-15]. Therefore, the selection of the optimal
configuration of this type of structures requires advanced
analysis as well as many technical aspects, and
sometimes multi-aspect optimization. [16-25]. For this
reason, in this work the analysis of the impact of
charging and discharging a group of electric vehicles on
the power grid was analyzed.

individual nodes is shown, including 4 groups of electric
vehicles with different charging and discharging profiles.
The values of generated power in individual nodes are:
PN2 = 5 MW, PN3 = 7 MW, PN4 = 5 MW, PN5 = 8 MW.

Fig. 1. Grid load characteristics without electric vehicles.

2 Example
As an example, a power flow analysis was carried out in
the standard IEEE 5 type network with voltage level
equal 20 kV for two cases: no electric vehicles and
electric vehicles that act as energy storage, transferring
energy to the grid. A daily electricity demand profile has
been assumed for selected network nodes, which is
shown in fig. 1. In the fig. 2, the network load in
*

Fig. 2. Grid load characteristics with electric vehicles.
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The fig. 3 and fig 4 show the total power and energy
losses for all transmission lines in the examined case. It
can be seen that the losses resulting from the incorrect
generation match to the loads have been reduced using
the power of the batteries of electric vehicles.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of total power losses in the lines under
consideration, without and with electric vehicles.
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Fig. 4. Daily energy losses in the grid under consideration.
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3 Conclusion
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The simulation shows that electric vehicles can be used
as additional energy storage and take part in regulatory
processes of the power system. This regulation is based
on local coverage of system losses due to load change at
network nodes. In the case of using vehicles as
intervention sources, one should also take into account
the economic aspects of this solution, i.e. the impact of
cyclic discharges on battery life and modernization of
existing substations especially on the medium level to
technology that would allow efficiently regulate energy
flow to and from vehicles.
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